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Wine Retriever



Wine Retriever is a curated wine
delivery service based in Texas.

Some friends we made along the way.



There’s a good boy.





For the company once known as Unique Clothing Warehouse, the journey 
stateside was anticipated by an army of devoted bloggers with religious-like 
zeal. But it would take more than niche loyalty to position the brand next to 
competitors like H&M and Zara.

Originally confined to Japan and now a global fast fashion icon, UNIQLO 
offers a merry-go-round retail experience, often deploying playful marketing 
media in surprising formats.

Aimed squarely at consumers in the new Western 
market, this storefront display highlights the company’s 
value proposition of delivering affordable basics in a full 
palette of color.
The composition allows the viewer to insert themselves as the protagonist in 
the scene, wrangling an amalgam of crew neck t-shirts.

DRESS YOUR WILD WILD BEST







A Snapchat geofilter. The rising
text brashly contradicts the
company’s stock price.



A Case Study in
            Leadership
            Brand Management
       and  Collaboration

omewhere along the beach in La Jolla, a 
billionaire is firing off one-word emails to 
executives all around the country. Many are 

casual acknowledgments of receipt. Some are 
decree. Most, seemingly, read simply: “GREAT!!!!”

T. Denny Sanford (who somehow manages to use an 
aol.com email address on an iPhone) is always looking for 
a way to do things bigger. The banker-turned-philanthropist 
has made many friends in medicine and education, cutting 
big checks to transform communities. His gift of $19 
million in 2010 established the Sanford Inspire Program: a 
team that would spend the next seven years developing a 
curriculum to prepare and support inspirational teachers.

Our team, based at Arizona State University, designed a 
series of over 80 interactive, online lessons that help 
teachers develop strong instructional and relationship 
building skills. Witnessing success among 7,000 teachers 
across all 50 states, Mr. Sanford took to composing a 
slightly longer email, this time signaling the next big step 
in the project’s evolution.

National University in San Diego accepted Sanford’s 
follow-up gift, with the express purpose of ‘disseminating 
the Sanford Inspire Program to the biggest districts in
the country.’ 

HOW TWO INSPIREHOW TWO INSPIRE



Hired in 2013 as the team’s first Graphic Designer, my 
role quickly took shape. Not only was I immediately 
tasked with programming an online learning 
environment to deliver our courses, I also had to swiftly 
meet the needs of a marketing team that was 
promoting a product still in development at 
conferences across the country.

After recruiting three additional Graphic Designers to 
help develop the online video content for our courses, I 
shifted my focus to the promotional and support 
materials that would position our product as an 
industry leader.

The right teacher, inspired in 
the right way, can help any 
child to learn.
Michael M. Crow, President of Arizona State University, 
presents the Sanford Inspire Program with the 2016 
President’s Award for Innovation

Just when it seemed I could begin putting the finishing 
touches on our print collateral, the alarm bells rang. In 
preparation for a nationwide rollout, our partners at NU 
had decided (appropriately) to rebrand the program--
beginning with the abolishment of the word ‘Program’ 
from the name. Having hired a third-party agency to 
develop the new brand, National University proposed 
consolidating all existing resources under the new 
standards. I was excited to accept the challenge, and 
bid a fond farewell to the logo which I hadn’t designed, 
yet developed a rich brand upon.

The Directors of both teams looked to me to make 
recommendations in regards to which content should 
be adapted moving forward. During a team retreat, I 
lead a session among my team of Graphic Designers to 
conceptualize a new product, aimed at simplifying and 
unifying our implementation materials.





The Sanford Inspire Implementation Manual is the 
Siri of teacher professional development. It answers 
any question a principal or instructional coach may 
have regarding the effective use of our product.
We formatted it for PDF, too.

Clocking in at 80 pages, this book is designed with 
sequence in mind. It guides a school leader through the 
process of surveying their current professional 
development landscape, familiarizing themselves with 
the Sanford Inspire framework, and selecting specific 
lessons for teachers in need of refinement.



In our downtime, we partnered with a local agency to
design and develop a new, fully responsive homepage
and learning platform for our courses.
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The Department of Physical Culture provides workplace
wellness training to desk-locked New Yorkers.



Better than a
standing desk.
Better than a

standing desk.
Thinking about ditching the chair?

You can do better. We’ll show you how.
Thinking about ditching the chair?

You can do better. We’ll show you how.

www.dpc.nyc

You’re looking 
a little stiff.

You’re looking 
a little stiff.

...But, not like that.
Let stretch out together.

...But, not like that.
Let stretch out together.

Join us:

March 28 @ 1pm
Union Square

*B.Y.O.Y.M.

Join us:
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Free
Session

Free
Session
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You must be getting hungry.



Let’s chat:
bentieni@gmail.com

THANKS FOR HANGIN’!


